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Introduction from our President
Welcome to our Spring 2018
edition of the ISCE magazine.
The evenings are getting
lighter and we can soon
dust off the barbeques and
enjoy al fresco dining.
In the meantime, Ros has put
together a jam packed and
varied mix of interesting articles and news for you
to read. Don’t forget that if you want to re-visit
past magazines, the last three years quarterly
magazines can now be individually downloaded
from our website.
We have recently completed a hugely successful
ISCEx exhibition and seminar event on 6 & 7 March.
The networking dinner was a sell out and we enjoyed
the products and systems of 35 major manufacturer
and distributor exhibitors that represent all facets of
our industry at the exhibition the next day. A record
number of attendees visited and you can see some
photo highlights in the magazine.

ISCE will be present at PLASA Focus Leeds 1 & 2
May – The Royal Armouries. Plus we will be at ExCel
London between 19–21 June for Firex International.
The membership renewal process (1 April) through
our Wild Apricot database system seems to have
gone very smoothly. With many members renewing
using the STRIPE online payment system. You also
have the choice of still paying by BACS as well.
Finally, I would like to draw your attention to our
upcoming training courses – full details can be found
on our website. (Look below in the Events Diary).
Again, it is easy to book and pay for these online
from our website.
I hope you enjoy the magazine and I look forward to
meeting many of you at either Plasa Focus or Firex.
Don’t forget to regularly look at the ISCE website for
latest news and information to keep up to date with
your Institute. ◆
Phil Price FInstSCE

ISCEx 2019 has already been scheduled for
Wednesday 6 March and the AGM and Networking
Dinner will be on Tuesday 5 March. The venue will
again be Coombe Abbey near Coventry.

We welcome your contributions to the
magazine with editorial and advertising.
Please send news or articles to Ros

Events Diary
25 April 2018
ISCE Principles of
networking training
Leighton Buzzard, UK
26 April 2018
ISCE Advanced principles of
networking training
Leighton Buzzard, UK
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1–2 May 2018
PLASA Focus
Royal Armouries, Leeds, UK
23 May 2018
ISCE Hearing loop systems –
design & installation training
Harlow, UK

24 May 2018
ISCE Hearing loop systems –
measurement & certification
training
Harlow, UK
6–7 June 2018
ABTT
London, UK

19–21 June 2018
Firex International
ExCel, London, UK
27 June 2018
ISCE Live sound
engineering training
Reading, UK
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Life safety is a right, not a privilege
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+1,100
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How loud is it anyway?
On the subject of
evacuation noise levels
James Allen GradInstSCE – AMS Acoustics

O ccupancy noise levels during an emergency are
not known, but we require this information in order to
make speech intelligibility predictions for emergency
evacuation systems. It is believed that occupancy
noise may rise in an emergency due to mass panic,
but is this in-fact the case? And what defines mass
panic? Panic is defined by ‘suddenly uncontrollable
fear or anxiety, often causing wildly unthinking
behaviour’ [1] and ‘the concept of mass panic
suggests that, since the crowd is less intelligent and
more emotional than individuals acting alone, crowd
reactions to an emergency will be disproportionate
to the actual danger…’ and further ‘…The result is
selfish and competitive behaviour, such as pushing
and trampling others to reach safety’ [2].

We currently do not know for certain whether the
phenomenon of mass panic results in a rise or fall
in occupancy noise level, or even if mass panic
occurs at all; all witness accounts will be subjective
5
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and no real-world noise data during an emergency
is available. Each space and scenario is likely to be
entirely different and even if measurements are able to
be made, it may not be appropriate to extrapolate the
results from one situation to another; such as from a
train platform to an airport departures concourse, or
from a small isolated fire to a bomb threat.
The subject of mass panic seemed to me to be
more along the lines of a crowd psychology issue,
so I looked into publications of this nature. The
most notable of which was Doctors Drury and
Cocking’s paper: ‘The mass psychology of disaster
and emergency evacuations: A research report and
implications for practice’; brought to my attention
by a colleague and subsequently Dr Cocking’s
presentation at ISCEx 2018. The paper goes
into great detail on the psychology of emergency
evacuations and how crowds truly react in these
situations. Included are witness accounts and ▸
contents

references to countless other sources suggesting
that the crowd psychology in an evacuation is more
cooperative than previously assumed. ‘More often
than not, other people would quickly intervene to calm
down those who were visibly distressed’ [2]. Included
in their research is a quote from a survivor of the Kings
Cross bomb attack; ‘We all rallied together helping
one another get through it – holding hands, sharing
water, calming those who were panicked’. However,
this paper did not shine any light on the noise
produced by the occupants.
In an attempt to form an educated opinion on the
effect of an emergency on the occupancy noise;
my first port of call was YouTube. Given that almost
everyone now carries a video camera in their pocket
in the form of a mobile phone I thought it would get
me a long way towards my goal. The videos I found
featured a range of emergency scenarios; some of
which showed signs of both panic among individuals
and some mass panic, but my observation was that
the noise produced by the occupants did not seem to
rise above levels produced in my personal experience
of normal operational peak time noise in similar
spaces.
In existing spaces, it is possible to carry out peaktime measurements of the noise level (and spectrum)
which could be used as an expected ‘worst
case’ scenario of the system speech intelligibility
performance in an emergency. Peak-time noise
measurements would also generally be undertaken
in the absence of PA announcements, whereas in
an emergency scenario the Voice Alarm system
WILL be operational; making it incredibly difficult
to measure the background noise. It is currently
impractical and close to impossible to measure noise
values in an emergency due to a range of reasons
(impossible when the space is yet to be built). Even
when dealing with peak-time noise, the change in
level between any two given times during a peak
period could be significant, which may also reflect in
emergency noise. So, if it is true that noise levels do
rise in an emergency, are peak-time measurements
enough to provide accurate predictions of intelligibility

during such an emergency? Regardless of the lack
of guidance or real-world data for occupancy noise
in an emergency, we know noise will exist, so what
spectrum and overall levels should be used as a noise
source in the speech intelligibility predictions?
Although used in speech intelligibility predictions
as a test signal, the IEC 60268-16 Male-shaped
noise spectrum has a high weighting in the 125Hz
and 250Hz octave bands (which is rumoured to be
changed in the near future). This is due to the simple
RC 6dB/Oct filter used to create the signal from a
pink noise source and is not representative of the true
spectrum produced by a human talker. This led me
to declare this spectrum inappropriate for use as a
noise source, and so I looked to ANSI 3.5[3] for further
guidance. ANSI 3.5 gives speech spectra for multiple
vocal efforts, which are much more appropriate as
they do not feature the same low-end weighting.
These spectra are also similar to independent
measurements that have been undertaken at AMS.
‘Acoustics of Schools: A Design Guide’ [4] takes
two vocal efforts: ‘Normal’ and ‘Raised’ from ANSI
3.5 alongside head directivity data given by Chu &
Warnock to provide sound power levels.
Our expectation is that due to the Lombard effect
– ‘the involuntary tendency of speakers to increase
their vocal effort when speaking in loud noise to
enhance the audibility of their voice’ [5], those that do
speak during an evacuation will raise their voice to be
heard by those close to them whilst the voice alarm
system is active. The raising of the voice results in
an increase in mid to high frequencies which when
used as a noise source is more detrimental to speech
intelligibility, therefore being the worst case of the two
spectra. I am therefore only considering the ‘raised’
power levels for use in my calculations for determining
the noise level and spectrum of the occupancy noise.
The acoustic power spectrum given in Table 1 will be
used alongside various architectural information to
calculate a bespoke spectrum. The T30 reverberation
time and average absorption in each octave band
(125Hz to 8kHz), along with the geometric volume ▸

Table 1 Acoustic Power Levels from ‘Acoustics for Schools: A Design Guide’
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of the space can be used to find the reverberant level
in the space. The following processes assume that
the reverberant level is dominant and further, that the
space is classical.
One method of predicting the occupancy noise
level is by using an expected percentage of people
speaking during the evacuation; this in itself can be
interpreted in many ways. Using 100% assumes
that every occupant is speaking at the same level
and same time. A percentage of occupancy could
either be chosen as a standard or decided case-bycase based on the maximum number of occupants
that are expected to be speaking at any one time.
An appropriate percentage might be 50% as a
worst case – assuming that half of the occupancy
is communicating one-to-one and the other half are
listening. This would be implemented by introducing
an increase in power level of 3dB per doubling of
speaking occupancy; giving the total acoustic power
level.

how this would reflect in an emergency. This led me
to seek a referenceable level; namely from recognised
standards, to which I could tune the overall noise.
There are of course myriad other noise sources
which may be present during an evacuation that
bear no relation to the speech spectrum such as
HVAC, ingress from external sources and smoke
extraction systems, so these must be accounted for
somehow. The sources I considered in my study had
specified SPL[dB] within the space and therefore do
not depend on occupancy. However, acoustic power
levels may also be given which would then require
converting to SPL[dB] using the space acoustics
as above. The use of a referenceable level from a
standard would allow me to use all other summed
noise sources as a baseline to which the occupancy
noise would be added. The occupancy noise would
then need to be adjusted up or down until the
summed total level of occupancy plus other noise
sources achieve the level given in the standard.

Using the occupancy method above, the outcome
consisted of mostly unrealistic values when compared
to measured peak-time noise levels, so I was unsure

BS 5839 Part 1 provides a table of ‘typical expected
background noise levels for a range of building
types’[6]. It also states that the values are ‘only ▸
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intended as a guide but where it is used to assess
fire alarm system requirements, the higher of the two
dB(A) figures in the appropriate range ought always to
be used”. In addition, Part 8 provides some guidance
on levels for some areas such as toilets which are
not available in Part 1, but does not specify that they
are for fire alarm assessment use. For area types
considered for this study, the chosen values did not
rise above 72dBA.
To gain some assurance that the 5939 values
are reasonable, I looked to another paper sent to
me by a colleague titled ‘Improving Intelligibility
of Airport Terminal Public Address Systems’ by
Wilson Ihrig in the National Academies Press [7].
This document presents measured values across a
number of airports and gives values similar to those
in 5839; with none rising above 71dBA. Studying
another independent source and with 5839 being a
recognised standard with which it agreed, I decided
that the values given by 5839 were acceptable for this
study.
I compared the results of the occupancy-based levels
with those given as guidance within 5839 and found
that assuming 50% of the people are talking at any
one time; some areas seem to agree, yet other areas
of the same use (eg airport lounge) did not. Assuming
that 5839 is correct, using the arbitrary occupancy
percentages didn’t seem the correct way forward.
Using the noise levels given in BS 5839 allows the
determination of the emergency evacuation noise
level to be referenceable in a contractual situation,
and in the absence of real-world data this seems like
one possible solution in the short-term.
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Conclusion
Noise levels produced by occupancy in an emergency
are currently not known, and it is my belief that they
must be known in order to ensure the safety of those
being evacuated or instructed by a voice alarm
system. Since it is close to impossible to measure
the noise levels and spectrum, it is the responsibility
of our industry to begin work on deciding reasonable
standards for emergency noise.
While discussing possible ways forward, I
remembered that ANS microphones are not currently
set up to record, but could be! I believe in the interest
of public safety; a recording ANS feature would
present an opportunity to make a start in obtaining
some real-world data.
8
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Beamforming microphones
Martin Bonsoir MInstSCE

I t is probably safe to say that the world of
microphones, especially those used for conferencing
and speech reinforcement applications, has been
experiencing a bit of a revolution lately. Not only that,
but it is also safe to say that when we make that
statement, our voices are likely to be picked up by a
beamforming microphone, even if we aren’t standing
directly in front of it. Intrigued? Let me explain.

sound coming from the front. This characteristic has
been used to good effect, as selecting a microphone
with the appropriate polar pattern enables the system
designer to maximise the capture of “desired sound”
(like human speech), while minimising “unwanted
sound” (air-conditioning noise, anyone?). The
rejection of sound coming from unwanted sources is
also one of the most powerful tools against feedback.

Microphones, as I’m sure we all know, are
transducers that convert sound waves into an
electrical signal. One of the characteristics of
microphones is their directivity, usually documented
or referenced as “polar pattern”. For many years
now, microphones have been available with several
different polar patterns, ranging from omnidirectional,
capturing sound equally from all angles, to shotguns,
where the pick-up pattern is a narrow beam in
front of the microphone. In between, we find the
more commonly used cardioid, hypercardioid and
supercardioid varieties. These microphones reject
audio coming from behind, being more sensitive to

But native polar patterns of microphones are, by
definition, fixed: cardioid microphones have a single,
“heart-shaped” polar pattern with a fair degree of
directivity, unless mishandled of course, and will
always be pointing in the same direction. Thus, the
positioning of microphones relative to the desired
sound source has been a crucial element in good
sound system design. And, it’s fair to say, a common
source of conflict, as all too often the ideal position
for the microphone(s) is exactly where the architect,
interior designer, or end user does not want to see a
microphone.

9
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Fortunately, technology is coming to the rescue. ▸
contents

Strength in numbers
Although not necessarily an entirely new idea,
microphone arrays have been launched by
manufacturers with increased assiduity over the last
couple of years. Whilst a relative rarity up to a few
years ago, we are fortunate enough to enjoy these
days from a healthy portfolio of options to choose
from. These microphone arrays are comprised of
several microphone elements encased together,
acting as a single spatially distributed microphone.
Depending on the model, the elements can number
from three, to dozens.
Undoubtedly, the rapid improvements made in the
field of Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS)
microphones has enabled this new trend. MEMS
microphones have their diaphragms etched into
a silicon wafer, usually containing other related
electronics, resulting in a fully working microphone
element with a tiny footprint. MEMS have been used
extensively for years for applications like mobile
phones or radios, but only comparatively recent
technological advances have allowed producing
MEMS microphones capable of achieving the audio
quality expected in the professional AV industry,
especially when it comes to signal-to-noise ratio.
These miniature, high-quality microphone elements
allow manufacturers to place several of them together,
aligned in specific manners and with tightly defined
spacing, thus creating a microphone array that result
in products small enough to be usable.
By summing (mixing together) the output of those
elements into a single signal—and due largely to the
difference in phase caused by the variance of the
audio signal’s arrival time to these elements—the
resulting signal experiences a series of constructive
and destructive filtering, creating a dynamic,
summative polar pattern. That’s what makes a
microphone array inherently directive, even if the
elements are omnidirectional.
But the fun begins when those differences in phase
(delay) are altered, as that makes it possible to
manipulate the resulting directivity pattern of the array.
This steering and shaping of the array’s directivity is
known as beamforming. More precisely, the example
above is usually known as “delay-sum” beamforming
and is perhaps the simplest and one of the most
commonly used techniques.
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Many professional beamforming microphones allow
designers to control the pickup pattern, usually
through software, thus affording the flexibility of
being able to locate microphones in less than ideal
positions, yet still enjoy the audio quality usually only
reserved to those located in the pick-up sweet spot.
Some microphone models allow for the creation of
multiple beams, enabling a single microphone to
replace multiple individual ones, all while providing
a less intrusive and interior-designer-friendlier form
factor than traditional gooseneck microphones.

The devil in the details
Beamforming techniques exist in other industries,
with antenna arrays being rather commonly
employed. Likewise, one could argue that a
microphone array looks remarkably similar to a
reversed speaker line array (oh, the insolence!).
And just as it is in other industries, there are several
methods to further process or interpret the signal
from the various elements in the array that result in
additional advantages.
One of the directions that interests me the most is that
of challenging the concept of static beamforming.
Once commissioned, most beamforming
microphones are rarely re-aimed, and certainly
not dynamically and automatically based on
environmental changes.
Thus, ‘traditional’ beamforming mics still determine
where the sources should be located. Whereas
microphones that possess the ability to change their
directivity in real-time allow to better handle changes
in the room or people moving about (you know, doing
unthinkable things like using a whiteboard or simply
walking about as they talk).
Furthermore, using the spatial awareness of where
the source is coming from can positively affect
processing further down the signal chain like
automatic mixing, whilst information gathered in other
parts of the system, like AEC, can also positively affect
the creation of the microphone’s beam.
As technology evolves and makes it possible to
combine and interrelate the various processing stages
in the signal chain, I can only imagine microphones
becoming even more intelligent. And that is just
brilliant.
www.biamp.com ◆
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Vi-Series provides finely
controlled power for the
Emmanuel Centre

N estled in the heart of Westminster, UK, the
Emmanuel Centre is a trans-denominational church
serving the broad Christian community in the
area. Designed by architect Sir Herbert Baker and
completed in 1928, the building has a one thousand
capacity, circular main auditorium with a domed
glass roof supported by twenty four pairs of marble
columns between high arched windows, allowing
natural light to flood in. The panelled walls and tiered
seating, meanwhile, are of original polished English
oak.

Although an architectural gem, the venue presented
an interesting sound reinforcement challenge. The
reverberation time in the main auditorium measured
around 3 seconds, which was a significant obstacle
to speech intelligibility, and the Grade 2 listed status
12
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of the building meant that drilling into the structure of
the venue was forbidden, ruling out the installation of
flying points.
Like many venues of its type, the Emmanuel Centre
is an increasingly multi-purpose space. Where once
the sound reinforcement needs were for speech
only, today the schedule at the venue features a wide
variety of live music performances and concerts, from
rock and roll to jazz. To bring the sound at the Centre
up to date, Elvis Uriona, Emmanuel Centre Head of
Sound, approached long-term sound system partner,
Autograph Sales & Installations.
Peppe Mallozzi, who led the system design for
Autograph, was familiar with the acoustical challenges
and structural limitations of the venue and was well
aware that a ground-supported flown solution ▸
contents

would look “horrendous”. Fortunately, the
Emmanuel Centre sound team already had
a positive experience of the only acceptable
alternative - a ground-stack solution, as one
of their biggest clients, Hillsong Church,
whose services feature full rock and roll
shows, had for some time been bringing in
its own PA - a d&b V-Series system.
Keen to cater for visitors, Emmanuel Centre
wanted a permanent system which would
serve a big rock and roll show, and which
Hillsong would be happy to use – while still
providing crystal clear speech reproduction
for every seat in the auditorium.
d&b lent support in the form of Oran Burns,
d&b Education and Application Support, to work
closely with Mallozzi and the Emmanuel Centre
technical staff.
Burns says, “Obviously, if you’re ground-stacking
a system left and right of the stage, you have the
problem of it being very loud for the people closest to
the speakers and potentially not loud enough for the
people at the very back.”
What’s more, in such a reverberant environment,
accurate pattern control is crucial. To meet the
challenge of coverage without over-exciting the
acoustics of the room, the design proposed by
Mallozzi harnessed the highly controlled directivity of
the V-Series cabinets and the passive cardioid design
of the V-SUBs.
“They had the demo system for about a week,” says
Mallozzi. “They were able to use it for some corporate
shows, a couple of Sunday services, and they were
convinced. They said, ‘this is just incredible’.”
With the effectiveness of the system confirmed,
installation took place in January 2018, project
managed by Adam Broom, Autograph Technical
Sales Engineer. The final design features Vi-Series
cabinets, the installation-specific variant of the
V-Series. Seated on 600mm risers, two Vi-SUBs
per side are topped by two Vi12 cabinets, their 120˚
horizontal dispersion targeting the front half of the
room, while above these two Vi8s per side, with
80˚ horizontal dispersion, neatly target the further
reaches. Four d&b E8s on the stage lip serve as front
fills, while a further two E8s per side are mounted on
the ground-stack as out fills, completing an even 180˚
coverage.
13
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The system is powered by three d&b 30D amplifiers,
and user-friendly access to system presets is enabled
via the d&b R1 remote control software. Ensuring the
venue has control tools enough to satisfy the needs of
any visiting sound engineer, Autograph also provided
a DiGiCo SD12 compact digital mixing console
and, as part of its service, is delivering training for
the Emmanuel Centre staff in both d&b and DiGiCo
systems.
Burns summarises, “Getting intelligibility all the way
to the back, in such a reverberant room, from a
single position at the front, was quite a challenge.
We needed V-Series not necessarily for its level
requirements, but for its directivity control. It controls
down to below 300Hz in the horizontal, and that was
necessary to get the intelligibility to the back of the
room. Relative to the pattern control that it offers, the
V-Series is actually quite a small cabinet.”
He adds, “The passive cardioid design of the V-SUBs
is also very useful, giving a significant rejection to the
rear. It’s low frequency pattern control that helps to
create a clear sub impulse in the room. The cardioid
subs play a big part in achieving that performance.”
Summing up the response from the client, Mallozzi
says, “Jonathan, the main in-house sound engineer,
called me and said ‘it’s incredible, it’s getting better
and better’ Now the Emmanuel Centre can really
predict what a show will sound like and they have a
huge amount of stage rejection, so can really push
the live microphones, which couldn’t be done before.
The Centre has its DiGiCo SD12 and d&b R1 remote
control, so they can play all sorts of clever tricks with
it. They’re very, very happy.”
www.dbaudio.com ◆
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ISCEx 2018 wraps
for another
successful event
Wednesday 7 March 2018, the Institute of Sound and Communications
Engineers wraps up another successful ISCEx event with increased
attendances at its annual exhibition and seminar day.
The one-day exhibition and seminar programme held annually by
the ISCE at Coombe Abbey Hotel and Country Park is open to members
and non-members.
ISCEx is precluded by the Institute’s annual general meeting and
networking dinner events, held on the previous day.

14
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Jim Smith MInstSCE, AECOM comments,
“I’ve attended several ISCEx events, I enjoy the
seminars and the networking opportunities, ISCEx
represents a great opportunity to catch up with
industry colleagues. The event is growing year by year
and this year looks like record attendances, again”.

The ISCEx 2018 seminar
programme was kicked off by Dr
Chris Cocking, Senior Lecturer
at the School of Health Sciences,
University of Brighton presenting
the Hopkins-Baldwin Lecture,
a presentation entitled ‘Busting
the Myths of Mass Evacuation’.
Following extensive research
by Chris and his colleagues
into crowd behaviour during
emergencies and the implications
for crowd safety management
during mass evacuations, this
presentation was engaging and
enlightening.
Hanieh Motamedian AMInstSCE,
Business Development Manager
for Sound Directions and Sam
Wise, Design Director at Venue
Strategies followed with the
Warren-Barnett Memorial
Lecture, discussing the benefits
of sound masking in the corporate
workplace and the positive effects
on patient recovery in healthcare
environments and the effects of
sound on the human brain.
Matthew Archer, Technical
Product Specialist at AudioTechnica, presented the third
seminar of the day, entitled ‘Don’t
drop the Ball’, highlighting some of
the steps involved in utilising large
numbers of wireless microphones
in high-profile, large capacity and
live global sports broadcasts..

15
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Neil Voce MInstSCE, Head of
Business Development at ASL
comments, “I’ve attended
most of the ISCEx events to
date, it always provides an
opportunity to think about
something you might not
otherwise have considered in
your working life every day,
its good to hear things from
others’ perspectives and the
ISCEx seminar programme
provides that”.

contents

In addition to the seminar programme thirty-five
exhibitors report very positive engagement from
ISCEx attendees with the exhibition room proving to
have a steady flow of visitors throughout the day.

“There has been no time to
attend the ISCEx seminars
this year unfortunately, as
it has been very busy with
visitors to our exhibition
stand here in the exhibition
room”, comments Gareth
Collyer AMInstSCE, Sales
Manager for Nexo SA. “ISCEx
for us represents great value
for money and is an excellent
opportunity to meet up with
visitors to the show that I
might not otherwise get to
meet at other times in the
calendar year”, concludes
Collyer.

16
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“With thirty-five exhibitors at ISCEx this year, again we saw
an increased number of visitors attending as a consequence.
“ISCEx is a very personal event and lends itself to creating a very
intimate and informal environment for business conversations and
networking to take place. Feedback has been positive and we’ve
already confirmed the dates for ISCEx 2019, which will take place on
5–6 March 2019”, says Ros Wigmore, event organiser for ISCE.

‘ISCEx is now a staple in the diet of industry
networking events for the Sound &
Communications Industries. As always the
standard of seminar presentations this year
has been excellent and the exhibition room has
provided a fabulous opportunity for visitors to
meet with manufacturers and distributors in a
very informal environment. We return to Coombe
Abbey in 2019 and I’m already looking forward
to it’, summarises ISCE President Phil Price
FInstSCE.

To see more photos from the event

click here
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CPD for ISCE Members
D oug Edworthy HonFInstSCE, recently gave a
presentation at the 2018 AGM about the ‘CPD
for ISCE Members’ scheme and a copy of his
presentation can be downloaded here or accessed
via the Members’ only pages of the website, along
with a CPD activity form.

Here are just a few:
•

Work experience, particularly new projects or
initiatives

•

Volunteering in a professional capacity

•

On-the-job training

As with most other professional bodies, ISCE have
now introduced the CPD for ISCE Members scheme,
to help our own members maintain and enhance their
knowledge and skills, and so contribute to the raising
of competence in our industry. To be taken seriously,
our Institute has to demonstrate its professionalism
and the professionalism of its members.

•

Completing qualifications

•

Short courses and workshops

•

Private studying such as reading or research

•

Mentoring and coaching

•

Writing and delivering a training course

•

Attending events and conferences

It isn’t a box-ticking exercise or training for training
sake and it certainly isn’t about how many hours you
can record. It is about planning your goals and what
you need to learn to achieve those goals, keeping
brief records and then reflecting on the outcomes that
are achieved and what needs doing differently in the
next CPD period.

•

eLearning via webinars or distance learning

CPD doesn’t have to be formal training – that is a big
misunderstanding. There are a whole range of things
you can do that will help you develop your knowledge,
understanding and skills.

If you have any queries or need any help,
please contact Ros or Colleen. ◆
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and much more.
So, it is the process of planning, doing and reflecting
that is important, not the accumulation of hours or
points, and in 2019, ISCE will be assessing members’
CPD activity from this point for the 2018 period.

contents

GEO M6 compact line array
for Victoria Theatre, UK

N EXO’s compact GEO M6 line array system has been
installed as the main house PA system in the Victoria
Theatre, Halifax (UK), to provide high quality audio
reproduction during its diverse programme of live
shows and events.

Built in 1901, the 1,512-seater venue provides
a sensational theatre experience and caters for
everyone; from no-holds-barred rock ‘n’ roll, charttopping pop, sumptuous ballet and opera, to cuttingedge comedy, fantastic family shows, musicals and
the annual pantomime!
The theatre wanted to replace a PA system which
had been in the venue some 15 to 20 years. They
required something more flexible and modern, such
as a line array system that would cover all bases,
providing clear and articulate vocal reproduction for
touring theatre and comedy shows, yet also capable
of producing the power needed for a touring rock or
pop artist’s concert.
19
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Due to the venue’s many original features and its
construction – it is built on a cantilever system with
no obstructive pillars - the new PA system had to be
as unobtrusive to line of sight as possible, without
conspicuous stacks of speakers at each side of the
stage.
Steve Eaton handled the sale for NEXO dealer and
installer AC-ET’s dedicated Audio division. After
visiting the venue for a site evaluation, he worked with
NEXO to acoustically model the space using their
NS1 system design software, mapped the optimum
positions and trajectories for all the necessary
speakers to give smooth, even, high clarity coverage,
and worked out the best system for the room.
Based on the results, the NEXO GEO M6 high output
line array system was specified along with LS18 subs,
which delivers an uncompromised full-range sound
and NEXO’s legendary performance in a compact
design with a subtle visual impact on the stage. ▸
contents

The system comprises of
26 x NEXO GEO M620 line array
enclosures. These are flown in
six arrays of three, covering the
left and right stalls, circle and
top balcony, plus a further flown
centre cluster of eight units. Four
NEXO LS18 subs are mounted
under the stage, plus 4x NEXO
ID24 speakers provide stage front
fills. These are all powered and
processed (EQ & time aligned)
through a NEXO NXAMP 4X4 and
3x NEXO NXAMP4x1 Powered
TD controllers. After Steve and the
NEXO engineers had re-visited the
theatre to commission the system,
the resulting sound was accurate
to the NS1 simulation, offering
stunningly clear and detailed
sound reproduction to every
seat in the theatre.
Victoria Theatre’s Technical
Manager, Oliver Brown
commented, “the NEXO system is
absolutely doing the job I asked.
The sound is so 3D and immersive
that it brings the audience right in
to the action on stage! We are very
pleased with the recommendation
from A.C., who provided an
excellent solution to fit our technical
requirements and budget.”
www.nexo.fr ◆
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David John Kilpatrick
1 May 1928 – 17 March 2018
89 years young
D avid started out in the industry working for A W
Gordon in Belfast as a bench engineer. At that time he
built his first television, albeit spread over a couple of
benches, which was well before they were available
commercially. David worked his way up the ladder
within the company but wanted more so he decided
to go it alone and started D J Kilpatrick & Co from a
shed in his back garden (similar to Terry Baldwin &
Dave Boxall). He bought an old van and filled it each
day with co-axial cable, then travelled around the
province until he had it sold.

A few years later the Northern Ireland Housing
Executive approached him and asked if he could
supply and install MATV systems and, of course,
David said yes. A year later, the executive came back
and this time enquired if he could supply and install
Public Address systems, which of course again, he
said yes and the rest is history.

D J Kilpatrick & Company had now become a wellknown established supplier and probably the first
company of all things in sound and communications
in Northern Ireland. I joined the company in 1975 and
followed in David’s footsteps first working on the tools
and progressing into the office - basically climbing the
ladder just as David did.
David decided to retire in 1989 and sold the company
to Ingrid & myself. We thought he would be back at
every opportunity, but he surprised us all and never
looked back. He enjoyed his retirement to the full,
travelling around the world on cruise ships. He was
especially pleased to see the company reach its 50th
year, this year.
He taught me everything I know about the business
and I can never thank him enough for that. He will be
sadly missed by his friends and most of all, his family.
Until we meet again.
Jim Hooks MInstSCE ◆
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Don Richards MInstSCE
D on Richards MInstSCE, sadly passed away
on 13 February 2018 aged 82, after suffering
complications following major surgery. He was
a loving husband, brother and uncle, a kind and
gentle man, who touched many people’s lives.

Don started work at GEC (now Marconi
Communications) in Coventry as an Electronic
Engineer in 1957, then went on to become a
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Specialist Development Engineer and remained
there until his retirement in 2000. He then worked
as a part-time consultant for Marconi, which gave
him more time to enjoy his passion for table tennis.
Don first became a member of the ISCE, formerly
ASCE and APAE, in 1984. He will be dearly and
sadly missed. ◆
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Building occupancy
The largest variable variable
in PA system performance
verification & measurement
Peter Mapp HonFInstSCE
M ost times, when measuring the performance of
a PA/VA system, this has to be carried out in the
unoccupied building, space or venue. The acoustic
conditions can therefore be quite different to those
pertaining when the building is occupied and in its
more normal operational state. These differences
can also correspondingly affect the measured
performance and intelligibility (STI) of the installed
sound system. The largest changes occur in venues
where there is little inherent sound absorption
(i.e. those with long reverberation times) such as
churches, concert halls, shopping malls, exhibition
centres and football stadiums. Many railway stations
and museums, let alone aircraft hangars and
swimming pools could also be added to this list.
Building occupants (humans that is) are generally
fairly good at absorbing sound – assuming that
they are clothed that is – so we can forget swimming
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pools for the moment in this particular context.
The additional sound absorption that the spectators
/ visitors introduce into an acoustic space can be
quite considerable and can often lead to a significant
reduction in the reverberation time. This directly or
indirectly can increase the potential intelligibility, as
measured for example by the Speech Transmission
Index (STI) or STIPA. Figure 1 for example shows the
measured and predicted change in reverberation
time (RT) for a 1000 seat Multipurpose Hall. When
unoccupied the hall exhibits a mid-frequency
reverberation time of around 2.7 seconds. With an
audience of about 500 people, the measured RT
reduced to 2 seconds and was predicted to reduce to
~ 1.5 seconds when fully occupied with an audience
of 1000. In other words the RT was expected to
reduce by approximately 55 %. ▸
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Figure 1 Effect of Audience Occupancy on RT for a Multipurpose Hall

For comparison, Figure 2 shows the predicted
unoccupied and occupied reverberation times for
a large (20,000 seat) football stadium stand. Again
when empty the mid frequency RT is around 2.7
seconds and was expected to reduce to about 1.7
seconds with occupancy. Whilst it is occasionally
possible to measure the reverberation time of
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an occupied concert hall I am only aware of one
occasion when such a measurement has been made
in a fully occupied UK football stadium. Furthermore,
no measurements have been made of the additional
sound absorption introduced by visitors in a shopping
mall, exhibition hall or museum. ▸
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Figure 2 RT Characteristic for Empty & Occupied Stand

Figure 3 Range of Absorption Data for People & Seating
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Due to this sparsity of information, there is therefore a
considerable degree of uncertainty when predicting
the potential effects of building occupancy in normal
everyday situations. But surely you might think, if you
know how people absorb sound in a concert hall then
what’s the difference when they are in a shopping mall
or stadium ! The answer is a great deal ! It is beyond
the scope of this article to go into specifics about this
but let me illustrate the issue this way. Figure 3 for
example shows a compilation of absorption data for
audiences in concert halls and other similar auditoria.
Their apparent absorption depends on many factors
including the type and characteristics of the seats
that they are sitting on. It also depends on the seat
spacing and location of the aisles and gangways. The
absorption of a standing audience at a rock concert
has been measured and is significantly affected by the
packing density i.e. the number of people per square
metre. Furthermore, it was found to be a highly nonlinear process so that doubling the audience density
may only lead to a 20% increase in overall sound
absorption.
But let’s suppose for a minute that we do know how
people absorb sound, we will not however necessarily
know how they are spatially distributed – a factor
which can introduce another huge unknown into
the situation. Consider a shopping mall for example
with 30 to 50% occupancy. Are all the shoppers at
one end of the mall, down its centre or randomly
distributed along the length of the mall ? Ditto a large
museum or exhibition hall. (Actually exhibition halls
are very interesting in this respect as when the doors
open all the people are at one end and slowly migrate
through the space, with the STI potentially varying in a
corresponding way). But can you hold the Voice Alarm
announcement until the public is evenly distributed
throughout the hall so that it will be intelligible as that
was how the calculation was performed ?
The acoustic conditions of most large exhibition
halls also change significantly from the empty state
and throughout the build-up of the stands and final
installation of the aisle carpeting. The introduction of
the stands and carpets can have an enormous impact
on the intelligibility of the PA/VA system and has been
known to take the potential average STI value of a
well-known venue from around 0.35 to 0.50 i.e. from
an abject failure to a pass ! The ‘exhibition problem’
is so significant that it is specifically recognised and
discussed in BS 5839 part 8.
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Apart from sound absorption, the other associated
acoustic element that building occupants bring with
them is noise. Humans are social animals and tend
to talk to each other (or shout if at a sporting event).
This increases the ambient or background noise level
which the PA system has to overcome if it is to be
intelligible. Luckily, in many situations, there can be
a simple fix achievable solely by turning up the level
(volume) of the PA system to compensate. However,
there are limits and the intelligibility / signal to noise
ratio curve can be distinctly nonlinear – particularly
at low and high SPLs. For example, at levels above
approximately 85 dBA the law of diminishing returns
sets in, as speech is generally perceived as being
less intelligible as the sound level increases above
this. This phenomenon has been known for many
decades and dates back to the early work by Bell labs
on telephone intelligibility in the 1930s and also in the
1940s during wartime communications research.
STI (and STIPA) mimic this sound level feature of
human hearing and apply a penalty to the STI value
to take the absolute SPL (loudness) of the signal
into account.
As a rule of thumb, it is generally considered that
the level of the PA system (i.e. speech signal) should
be at least 10 dBA greater than the noise level and
again this is enshrined within BS 5839-8. However,
this is a gross simplification of the situation - albeit a
useful rule to bear in mind. According to STI theory,
intelligibility does not increase once a signal to noise
ratio of 15 dB is achieved and the algorithm takes this
into account, truncating the calculation at this point.
Many STIPA meters actually start to level off before
this, often beginning the truncation process at around
12 dB. At such high signal to noise ratios differences
can therefore occur between STIPA meters when
measuring the same situation. Conversely other,
recognised research suggests that a signal to noise
ratio of 25 dB is required for the perfect transmission
/ reception of speech. To put these factors into
context and to show the non-linearity of the situation,
I have plotted some effects of signal to noise ratio on
measured STI – which are presented in figure 4. The
graph plots STI as a function of signal to noise ratio for
a particular background noise spectrum. Two curves
are shown and somewhat mind-blowingly, the plot
shows two different STI values being plotted for the
same signal to noise ratio above 9 dB. For example
at 18 dB SNR STI values of 0.80 and 0.85 are ▸
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shown whilst at 27 dB SNR the STI values are 0.76
and 0.90 respectively for the same SNR condition.
This is the effect of the absolute SPL creeping in,
as shown by the reduction in STI in the lower blue
curve. (The associated noise levels are 60 & 70 dBA
respectively).
Now, where are all these esoteric measurements
and theory leading you ask ? Well, perhaps not
surprisingly, back to my original theme of building
occupants and changes to the acoustics and sound
system performance and most noticeably to the
potentially intelligibility. Consider for example the
stand in a large football stadium, although in principle
the same applies to a shopping mall, exhibition hall
or a many other large venue spaces. We have the
job of measuring or verifying the performance of the
sound system. This can only be carried out during
the unoccupied state of the stadium and let’s say the
measured STI is 0.45. Not too bad actually for a large
football stadium stand but well below the desired and
possibly contractual value of 0.50. We then turn up
the PA level to check that the system can achieve the
desired target SPL value –typically around 105 dBA

these days. The system achieves this but sounds
horrendous as the reverberation is overly excited and
our ears correspondingly react. So is the system a
failure as the measurements suggest that it is ? But
let’s now apply some common sense. The system
will not (or should not) be operated when the venue
is empty at 105 dBA – for a myriad of reasons (f ever
there was a case for efficient ambient noise sensing
and gain control, this is it!). Furthermore, in the past
some evaluators have also tried to introduce the
effects of crowd noise at this stage – but this is a
totally fictitious situation as the noise is created by
the spectators and apart from bringing the noise with
them they also simultaneously introduce some useful
absorption. You can’t have one without the other !
Whilst it is relatively easy to account for the effect of
background noise, it is almost impossible to take
account of the absorption of the spectators unless a
very accurate and complex computer model is built.
Let me put this into context.
Let’s assume that under unoccupied conditions
the stand has a mid-frequency reverberation time
of around 2.7 seconds – reasonably typical If not ▸

Figure 4 Effect of Signal to Noise Ratio on STI for two different initial SPL conditions
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actually a little low for such a beast. As I said, the
measured STI was 0.45 with the stand empty. Now
let’s introduce 20,000 spectators, the RT will reduce
and for the sake of this exercise I will assume it
reduces to 1.8 seconds – again a very realistic value.
Applying a statistical calculation would suggest that
the STI will increase to approximately 0.50 or even
a tad over this for the noiseless (i.e. silent audience)
condition. RUBBISH ! – statistical calculations and
statistical modelling do not apply in this acoustic
situation. The actual average increase in STI due to
the additional absorption introduced by the 20,000
spectators is much greater resulting in an expected
average STI of around 0.70 for the stand. However,
this assumes that spectators are all silent or at least
very quiet so that the PA level doesn’t have to exceed
85 dBA. In reality of course, the spectators will create
a load of noise and being a football stadium let’s say
on average this is 95 dBA. Applying the 10 dBA signal
to noise ratio rule means that the PA system has to
achieve 105 dBA for a speech announcement – loud
but perfectly possible with the current generation
of good quality stadium loudspeakers. Clearly
105 dBA is well above the 85 dBA SPL penalty
commencement threshold and applying this reduces
the average STI from 0.70 to 0.52. Whilst this just

meets the 0.50 STI minimum target, it is quite
impossible to know or to simply deduce this from the
unoccupied measurement results!
There are several other, slightly more subtle factors
that also affect the potential performance of a sound
system when a large space is occupied, such as
temperature and airflow gradients and grazing
incidence effects as well as the not so subtle changes
to the sound reflection patterns but I will leave these
for another time. So whereas measuring buildings
and the PA systems in them, when empty is a useful
and necessary requirement which should most
certainly be carried out, great care needs to be taken
in trying to extrapolate such measurements to the
occupied / operational condition. At the current state
of knowledge no simple rules or shortcuts can be
applied. In some cases a measurement of 0.45 STI
for the empty state will almost certainly lead to > 0.50
when the venue is occupied, but in others this may
not be the case depending on the system design,
ambient/crowd noise levels and distribution of the
occupants. Simply increasing the SPL and applying
some noise is generally not the way to go. Now if
I only had room in my garage for 20,000 people
acoustic simulators … ◆

Figure 5 STI Results for various occupancy / calculation conditions
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RCF PAVA for Northern Ireland’s
national stadium at Windsor Park
M GA Communication equips facility with
EN 54-compliant system

The National Football Stadium at Windsor Park,
Belfast, has been completely redeveloped, following
£31m of funding from the Northern Ireland Executive.
This included demolition and rebuild of the South
and Railway (East) stands, and the subsequent
demolition of the West stand, and complete
renovation of the North stands by building
contractors, O’Hare & McGovern.
This gives the National Stadium, where the
Irish Football Association is headquartered,
an all-covered seating capacity of 18,434.
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Vital to the upgrade was a fully integrated PA and
Voice Alarm system that was both EN 54 compliant,
with an impressive STI value, but at the same time
incorporated a dynamic full range entertainment
sound system to enhance the match day experience
— both for the National team, and Linfield FC, whose
home ground this is.
Belfast-based RCF partners, MGA Communication
were the successful bidders, responding to a tender
document originally drawn up by Arup. They were
tasked with carrying out the implementation of
commentary/broadcast systems, as well as disabled
refuge, working under electrical contractors Wm
Coates; their solution was based around an RCF
DXT7000 emergency evacuation system
and Acustica P-series stadium speakers. ▸
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This architecture is based on a model that RCF has
successfully rolled out in similar sized stadia right
across the world. In fact, the success of MGA’s
bid was based on the deployment of a similar RCF
P-series solution at nearby Kingspan (Ravenhill)
Stadium, home of Ulster Rugby, several years earlier.
MGA managing director Aaron McKeown stated
that the main requirement at Windsor Park was
for the installation to be EN 54-16 compliant for
the electronics, EN 54-24 for the speaker systems
and the overall installation to be BS 5839 (Part 8)
compliant. The system also needed to meet current
FIFA requirements. “On a normal match day, the
crowd noise needs to be exceeded by 10 dB,”
he said.
On being awarded the contract MGA wasted no time
in contacting RCF for assistance with the design,
derivation and implementation of the PAVA solution,
and soon Francesco Venturi from RCF’s Engineering
Support Group in Italy was preparing an acoustic
model of the stadium using EASE 4.4.
“For us it was a no brainer to use RCF,” said
McKeown. “We knew they would support it
technically and having an existing working relationship
was key,” he said.
Already experienced in the use of the scalable
DXT7000, contracts manager Simon McClelland and
senior engineer, Gareth Lennon, were confident that
an enhanced version of the Ravenhill solution would
meet all evacuation protocols, and at the same time
be sufficiently adaptable to work only in selected
stands (or on a reduced volume basis) as required
for lower attendance games such as Linfield home
matches.
A Master control rack is stationed in the South stand,
with further 42U satellite racks located in other
three, linked via optical fibre for the entertainment
PA system, and copper for the emergency mic to
conform to EN 54 norms. Each rack plays its own
emergency announcement independently, at an
SPL of 89dB(A).
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There is a fireman’s mic in each of the stands on a
local bus, and the entire signal path from fireman’s
microphone to loudspeaker lines is completely and
automatically monitored against faults within the
DXT7000’s 8 x 80W matrix. Included in the coverage
are the pre-existing speakers in the administrative
offices in the main stand.
A commentary system for the hearing impaired is also
provided via a line output from the RCF PA/VA and
there are various XLR inputs for mixer plug-ins. Finally,
the multi-zone paging mic is located in the master
control room overlooking the pitch.
Explaining the design, Gerry McKeown, design
Director, said, “We decided on a decentralised
approach, and because of the requirement for a
dynamic high end entertainment solution as part
of the voice alarm system, we decided to put in a
separate horn overlay system.”
The main entertainment PA comprises 45 P6215 15in
coaxial weatherproof 60° x 60° speakers which are
IP55-rated, driven low impedance by RCF IPS 3700
amplifiers.
These are spaced in clusters of two along the lip of
the stand roof. Positioned alongside, are pairs of the
EN 54-24 compliant overlay system comprising IP66rated HD21EN 30W ABS horns, co-located with each
cluster. The exception to this pairing is the East stand
where only single enclosures of each were required
The horns immediately come into play in the event of
a failure of the main system, providing seamless UPS.
To set the splay angles of each cluster for optimum
stand coverage required the commissioning of some
bespoke bracketry by the electrical contractor William
Coates. This was designed and fabricated with
separate tethering for safety purposes. “This not only
prevents any spillage onto the pitch but focuses the
sound where we want it, at the back and front of the
tribunes,” Gerry McKeown continued.
“As for the DXT7000, this was chosen not only
because of its EN 54 compliance, but the fact it could
be run in a decentralised way and carry out a number
of DSP functions.” He rationalises that a decentralised
topology also affords a better level of redundancy,
so that if one master system fails, another can send
signals to the rack. ▸
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Stadium Director, Louise Doyle, added, “I am happy
to say that MGA have given us excellent customer
service and are always there to assist if needed. The
PA system is superb and gives us a good level of
flexibility which is important with the varying events
that we hold within the stadium. “

With an enviable pedigree in fitting out Sports &
Leisure Centres across Ireland, MGA Communication
can now proudly add this to their prestigious portfolio
of sporting arenas. In terms of after-sales, they
provide a sound engineer for every major match at
Windsor Park and will support the installation with a
full maintenance contract.
www.rcfaudio.co.uk ◆

Appointment of Xavier Babington MInstSCE
A ECOM is very pleased to announce the
recent appointment of electro-acoustics
specialist Xavier Babington to its growing
electro-acoustics team. Xavier is well known in
the industry for his extensive experience and
fastidious approach to the design, modelling
and commissioning of public address and
voice alarm systems. With approximately 14
years consultancy experience including many
international projects covering rail & metro,
education, stadia and a particular acquaintance
with airport terminals in the UK and overseas,
Xavier will be a key member of the team and
mentor to junior staff. Jim Smith, AECOM’s
Electro-Acoustic Lead, acknowledges the
valued contribution Xavier has already made
since his appointment in January and is looking
forward to the prospect of him assisting in the
development of the electro-acoustics team and
project portfolio. ◆
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Sweet success for VSI at
The Chocolate Quarter
throughout this expansive complex. With a multi
faith room, cinema, café, restaurants, hairdressers,
gym, spa and wellbeing suite offering high end living
synonymous with the glitz, glamour and grandeur
of the 1920s, the equipment specified needed to be
suitable for the elegant and stylish surroundings.
Following design team meetings and client
approval, Vaughan Sound worked in co-ordination
with numerous other trades to complete all
installations and training ahead of the development’s
grand opening.
S outh Wales-based ISCE Supporting Member,

Vaughan Sound has provided integrated multizone sound and AV systems as part of a £60m
development in Keynsham, Bristol.
The Chocolate Quarter is a new retirement community
built on the former Somerdale factory, which was
closed by Kraft Foods in 2011. Originally built by the
Fry family, the land became the home of a Cadbury’s
production facility following a financial merger in 1919.
The scheme has seen local charity, St Monica Trust
transform the 1920s buildings into a 93-bed care
home and 136 assisted living apartments. The site
also boasts leisure facilities, office space and retail
outlets, which are open to the public.
Vaughan Sound was tasked with supplying and
installing a range of audio-visual, background
music, induction loop and public address systems
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Helping to breathe new life into a site with a
great amount of local history, Vaughan Sound
were delighted to be involved in this impressive
redevelopment scheme, assisting in the creation
of a new community hub for Keynsham.
Ben Jailler, Media and Communications Officer
for St Monica Trust commented: “The AV and
audio equipment installed by Vaughan Sound
at The Chocolate Quarter perfectly matches the
unique aesthetics and acoustics of these historical
and cherished buildings. Working in sometimes
challenging conditions, the equipment was installed
on time, within budget and with no complaints from
us or our residents.”
www.vaughansound.co.uk ◆
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New Members Spring 2018
Technician
Kevin Blanks
Blanks Property
Nicholas Dempsey
VP Bastion
Sonny Evans
Penguin Media Solutions
Ashley Fairman
VP Bastion
Rob Griffiths
Sound Innovations
Dominic Jarenicz
VP Bastion
Mark Jelly
VP Bastion
Michael Knight
Video Inn Production
Reece Lyons
Sound Engineer
Will May
Gordon Morris Ltd
Luke Rayner
Control Lighting Ltd

Senior Technician
Andy Bell
Video Inn Production
Mark Blackwell
Definition Audio Visual
Richard Butler
Video Inn Production
Dominic Carney
Elite Audio
Andrew Chalmley
JP Audio Visual
Fred Hare
Clarity UK
Darren Hepworth
VP Bastion
David Kay
Smartlife Systems Ltd
NathanTaylor
NT Event Services

Member
Marcus Boyton
VP Bastion
Andy Brewin
Honeywell
Dan Clare
Brahler ICS
James Hurst
Ibi Projects Ltd

Kyle Schamel
Brahler ICS
Aaron McKeown
MGA Communication
Alex Mathew
AJ Audio
Iain Ogilvie
APi Communications
Philip Park
Commend UK

Upgrade to Member
Dan Herbert
DSAV Ltd
Upgrade to Fellow
Brian Latham
Electronic Audio Systems
Phil Price
RCF Audio
Jon Raper
RK Sound Engineering
Peter Roe
Ashdown AV
Antony Stacey
AMS Acoustics

Presentations of ISCE Fellowship certificates

Antony Stacey, AMS Acoustics

Peter Roe, Ashdown AV

Brian Latham, Electronic Audio Systems

Phil Price, RCF Audio
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ISCE welcomes new supporting members

AECOM
A ECOM is a global network of
experts working with clients,
communities and colleagues to
develop and implement innovative
solutions to the world’s most
complex challenges.

AECOM’s Electro-Acoustics team
is part of the AECOM Acoustics
Group. It provides complementary
architectural acoustics and audio
design, specification and testing
to help sound systems and the
acoustic of the space in which
they’re installed work in harmony
to deliver high quality, successful
solutions.
We recognise the importance that
the ISCE as a learned Institution
has in promoting quality and
innovation in the audio industry
through delivery of exemplary
training courses, CPD seminars
and the excellent annual ISCEx
conference/exhibition. It’s recent
accreditation to assess and
approve its members under the
Electrotechnical Certification
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Scheme (ECS) is testimony to the
Institute’s tireless commitment to
upholding quality.
AECOM shares and is committed
to upholding these values, not
only through the delivery of quality
work but also through contribution
back to the industry, by way of
knowledge share and support to
academia and learned institutions
where possible. In this way we
hope to develop recognition of
the importance of quality design
in acoustics, electro-acoustics
and particularly in the area of life
safety systems.
We believe that our involvement
in the Institute is essential for the
work undertaken by our ElectroAcoustics team as it provides
valuable CPD and demonstrates
to our clients we support this
professional body and the
industry as a whole.
Jim Smith, BEng, CEng, MIOA,
MIET, MInstSCE
www.aecom.com ◆
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Supporting members presentations

SSE Audio Group

Cambridge Sound Management

2B Heard Ltd

Kelsey Acoustics

Ampman Audio Services Ltd

If you want to join a select group of companies who have
chosen to encourage us in our efforts to improve technical
standards and practices within the sound industry,
contact Ros for an application form or go to
www.isce.org.uk/membership/isce-supporting-members/
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Upcoming learning &
development opportunities
ISCE are pleased to offer the following training courses
Principles of networking

Hearing loop systems –
measurement & certification

25 April 2018
at Leisuretec, Leighton Buzzard
As more AV devices become network enabled, we
need to ensure that we are up to speed on network
technology. By attending this one day course, you will
learn about the underlying technologies that drive a
network, how to connect devices to them and how to
identify and overcome common problems.

24 May 2018
at Audiologic, Harlow
Learn the latest and correct techniques for
measuring HLS, how to meet the requirements of
IEC/EN 60118-4, and gain a good understanding
of what we should be measuring, where to measure
and why.

Advanced principles of networking

Live sound engineering

26 April 2018
at Leisuretec, Leighton Buzzard

27 June 2018
at SFL, Reading

Learn the principles and technologies used to create
high performance data networks with the robustness
and reliability required for networked audio.

A practical training course, covering the fundamentals
of mixing and operating a sound system in live
situations. Demonstrations of both analogue and
digital desks and an opportunity to see and hear
multiple live mixes of music sources in real time. ◆

Hearing loop systems –
design & installation
23 May 2018
at Audiologic, Harlow
Learn the best way to design and install a correctly
working HLS, ensuring compliance with appropriate
Standards and Regulatory requirements (including
BS 7594. Equality Act, IEC/EN BS 60118-4).

ISCE is a member of the CPD Certification Service
and our training courses are CPD accredited.
There are many benefits to Continuing Professinal
Development at all levels. From an individual,
organisation or industry as a whole, CPD is essential
to keep skills and knowledge up to date and helps
you focus on how to become a more competent
working professional.
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Standards update
By Andrew Scott FInstSCE
EN 303 348
Induction loop systems intended to assist
the hearing impaired in the frequency range
10 Hz to 9 kHz
Following several meetings, it looks as if we have a
way forward with this standard. Loop receivers will be
covered in the hearing aid standard, EN 300 422-4,
which has already been cited in the OJEU. Integrated
portable loop amplifiers will also be covered in EN 300
422-4, which already covers neck loops.
The standard will be renamed something like:
Induction loop drivers up to 25 amps in the range
10 Hz to 9 kHz.
It will probably include two classes, 0 A to 5 A and
5 A to 25 A, each with its own limits. The limits to
be measured will be 9 kHz to 20 kHz and 20 kHz to
6 GHz.
This will mean that the new standard will be shorter
and simpler but it will have to be completely re-written.
Several amplifiers with different topologies were set
up in an EMC room and connected to an oscilloscope
/ spectrum analyser to demonstrate that they come
will within the proposed limits. This was witnessed by
a representative of the UK’s OFCOM, which should
help with acceptance by other member countries.

EN 54-16
Voice alarm control and indicating equipment
CEN TC72 WG23 has set up a task group which has
completed its review of the comments. Work is still
taking place to tidy up the draft and to ensure that it is
in line with proposed changes to EN 54-2 (Fire Alarm
Control and Indicating Equipment).
At the time of writing, the sixth task group meeting is
about to take place, after which we hope to have a
draft for WG23 to review.
BS 5839-8 and BS 5839-9
The next meeting of BSI FSH/12/5 will take place
in May at which BS 5839-8, Voice alarm systems
and BS 5839-9, Emergency Voice Communication
Systems will be discussed.

Disclaimer
This information is believed to be correct but
it is not guaranteed and neither the ISCE nor its
officers can accept any responsibility in respect
of the contents or any events arising from use
of the information contained within this article. ◆

EN 54-24
(Voice alarm) Loudspeakers
CEN TC72 WG23 has started to work on a standard
for active loudspeakers, including large phased
arrays but is still waiting for publication of a new DIN
standard on active loudspeakers, which will hopefully
provide practical requirements and tests that will be
acceptable to industry.
Meetings on this subject have been suspended for
the time being.
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Supporting Members
2B Heard
www.2b-heard.com

CUK Ltd
www.cuk-audio.com

Peavey Electronics Ltd
www.peaveycommercialaudio.com

ADSWorldwide
www.ads-worldwide.com

DJ Kilpatrick & Co Ltd
www.djkilpatrick.com

Penton UK Ltd
www.pentonuk.co.uk

AECOM
www.aecom.com

Delatim Ltd
www.delatim.co.uk

Principle Link
www.principle-link.com

Ampetronic Ltd
www.ampetronic.co

Delta Sound Inc (UK) Ltd
www.deltalive.com

Professional Sound Consultancy
www.profsoundconsult.com

Ampman Audio Services
www.ampman.co.uk

Delta TelecomSound & Security Ltd
www.deltatelecom.co.uk

Protec Fire Detection
www.protec.co.uk

AMS Acoustics Ltd
www.amsacoustics.co.uk

DNH Worldwide Ltd
www.dnh.co.uk

Pulse Sound and Vision
www.pulsesoundandvision.co.uk

Arup Acoustics
www.arup.com/acoustics

d&b audiotechnik
www.dbaudio.com

RCF Audio, Essex
www.rcfaudio.co.uk

Atkins Acoustics, Noise & Vibration
www.atkinsglobal.com

Eaton
www.eaton.com

Reflex Soundpoint
www.reflex-soundpoint.co.uk

audiologic
www.audiologicltd.com

Edworthy Audio Consulting
www.edworthyaudio.com

Roland UK Ltd
www.proav-roland.com

Audio-Technica Ltd
www.audio-technica.com

Elan Electronics Ltd
www.elanavs.com

Sarabec Limited
www.sarabec.co.uk

Avalec Solutions Ltd
www.avalecsolutions.com

Electronic Audio Systems Ltd
www.electronicaudiosystems.co.uk

Sennheiser UK
www.sennheiser.co.uk

Baldwin Boxall Communications Ltd
www.baldwinboxall.co.uk

Gordon Morris Ltd
www.gordonmorris.co.uk

Shure Distribution UK
www.shuredistribution.co.uk

Biamp Systems
www.biamp.com

Grainger Acoustics
www.graingeracoustics.co.uk

SigNET (AC) Ltd
www.signet-ac.co.uk

Black Light Ltd
www.black-light.com

Hearing Products International Ltd
www.hear4you.com

Simcol Communications Ltd
www.simcol.biz

BL Acoustics Ltd
www.blacoustics.co.uk

Honeywell Life Safety Systems
www.honeywell.com

Simpson Sound & Vision Ltd
www.simpsonsoundandvision.com

Blaydon Communications Ltd
www.blaydoncomms.co.uk

Kelsey Acoustics
www.kelseyacoustics.co.uk

Solent Sound Systems Ltd
www.solentsound.com

Bosch Security Systems
www.boschsecurity.co.uk

Leisuretec Distribution Ltd
www.leisuretec.co.uk

Sound Directions Ltd
www.sounddirections.co.uk

Broadcast Sound Systems Ltd
matthew@broadcastsounds.co.uk

Media Vision
www.media-vision.com

Sound Productions
www.soundproductions.ie

Cambridge Sound Management
www.cambridgesound.com

Midwich Ltd
www.midwich.com

SSE Audio Group
www.sseaudio.com

Canford Audio Plc
www.canford.co.uk

Monacor UK Ltd
www.monacor.co.uk

TOA Corporation (UK) Ltd
www.toa.co.uk

CIE Group Ltd
www.cie-group.com

Mongey Communications
www.mongey.ie

Univox Audio Ltd
www.univoxaudio.co.uk

Clarity UK Ltd
www.clarityuk.co.uk

MSI Audio Systems
www.msiaudiosystems.com

Vaughan Sound Installations Ltd
www.paigroup.com

Clever Acoustics
www.prolight.co.uk

Nebula Audio Ltd
www.nebulaaudio.co.uk

Vox Ignis Ltd
www.vox-ignis.com

Cloud Electronics Ltd
www.cloud.co.uk

Newtech Southern Ltd
www.newtechsouthern.co.uk

VP Bastion Ltd
www.vpbastion.co.uk

Commend UK Ltd
www.commend.co.uk

NEXO SA
www.nexo.fr

Yamaha Music Europe (GmbH)
www.yamahaproaudio.com

Commercial Audio Solutions Ltd
www.commercialaudiosolutions.com

Northern Light
www.northernlight.co.uk

Contacta Systems Ltd
www.contacta.co.uk

NSR Communications Ltd
www.nsrcommunications.co.uk

C-TEC
www.c-tec.co.uk

Paragon Data Services
www.paragondataservices.co.uk
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